RESEARCH SUPERVISION FORM
(For Supervisors from MIT Physics Faculty)

Students are reminded that eligible research supervisors include all faculty members from MIT’s Department of Physics or Senior Research Scientists who are appointed by the Department of Physics. Students who desire supervision from another source (i.e., other MIT departments, other Universities, Senior Research Scientists with appointments in labs/centers, etc.) require a co-supervisor from within the MIT Department of Physics. The Research Co-Supervision Form should be utilized in that scenario.

(Please Print or Type)

Student Name: ___________________________ Date: ________________

New Research Supervisor: ____________________________________________

New Source of Funding: ____________________________________________

Effective Date of New Funding: ________________

________________________________________
Signature of New Supervisor

________________________________________
Signature of Student

➢ Please submit this form to Academic Programs (4-315) at least one month prior to the effective date of change.
➢ All account numbers from the new source of funding should be sent by the Supervisor to the Physics Fiscal Office (NE25-4015 or to gcordova@mit.edu) as soon as possible to ensure continuous payments.